KMAP Provider Enrollment

Welcome to the KMAP Provider Enrollment Wizard. Selecting the link below will allow you to Start or resume, a new application, a revalidation, or an MCO contracting request. Please review the following options to determine the option which is most appropriate:

- **Start/Resume a new application** *(This should be utilized to add an additional service location or a brand new location. New enrollments are also required if a new provider type is required or a new Tax ID has been issued.)*
- **Start/Resume a revalidation** *(This should be used when an Application Tracking Number (ATN) has been received by any provider that needs to revalidate.)*
- **Start/Resume a MCO Contracting Request** *(This should be used when the service location is not known to the KanCare MCO but is already enrolled with KMAP.)*

If you wish to credential/contract with the KanCare MCOs, select the MCOs you wish to be credentialed/contracted with as you complete your application. Only one application is needed, the information will be shared with the MCOs chosen.

**Reminder:** As of July 1, 2019, the KanCare MCOs started denying payments for providers who are not actively enrolled with KMAP.

**Continue to the KMAP Provider Enrollment Wizard**
KMAP Provider Enrollment and Billing Requirements Q&As

Who should enroll using the online application?

All providers wishing to enroll with an MCO must now access the application through the Provider Enrollment Wizard. This is the same application used to apply directly with Kansas Medicaid.

How does my application get to the MCOs?

During the enrollment process, you will select which MCO(s) you wish your application and supporting documentation to be sent to for use in the MCO credentialing and contracting process. Once your enrollment with KMAP is approved, the application and all supporting documentation will be sent to a portal for retrieval/download by the MCOs.

I’m already enrolled with KMAP, when should I provide my existing KMAP ID?

Please provide your existing KMAP ID in the appropriate box. You will be asked to provide your current (active) provider ID or previous (inactive) provider ID.

In what instances is a maintenance request required instead of a new enrollment (or MCO Contract Request Form)?

• Demographic update (such as address or phone number)
• Addition of a provider specialty
• Group association
• National Provider Identifier (NPI) update
• Name update
• License update

KMAP
Kansas Medical Assistance Program
• Bulletins
• Manuals
• Forms

Customer Service
• 1-800-933-6593
• 7:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. Monday - Friday

DXC Technology is the fiscal agent of KMAP.
KMAP Provider Enrollment and Billing Requirements Q&As

Who should the maintenance request be submitted to?

Reference KMAP General Bulletin 19064. Until further notice, all providers should direct any changes to their provider record to KMAP. KMAP is the main point of contact for these updates. Once the updates are received, KMAP will forward the requested updates to the MCOs. The MCOs will then update their records accordingly.

What provider data elements are critical for claims processing?

Synchronization and use of the following data elements when billing across the MCOs and KMAP is critical for accurate claims processing. The following data elements, when submitted on a claim, must match exactly as they were submitted at the time of enrollment (or according to the latest maintenance request received and processed by KMAP):

- NPI
- Provider name
- Provider type/specialty
- Taxonomy
- Tax ID number